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Nuclear Compton scattering from 12C and bound-nucleon polarizabilities
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Compton scattering cross sections from12C have been measured at scattering angles ofug535°2150°
using tagged photons ofEg5842105 MeV. Attempts to extract nucleon polarizabilities from the data were
hampered by model ambiguities. These included uncertainties in the strength of the electric quadrupole and
quasideuteron total photon absorption channels, and in the parametrizations of meson-exchange effects and
nuclear form factors. These ambiguities led to large variations in the extracted values of the effective polar-
izabilities of the bound nucleon. Inelastic Compton scattering cross sections from the 4.44 MeV first-excited
state were also obtained.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Considerable attention in intermediate-energy nucl
physics has been recently focused on the electric and m
netic polarizabilities of the nucleon,ā and b̄. The polariz-
abilities represent first-order responses of internal struc
to external electric and magnetic fields. Two questions
interest arise: what are the polarizabilities of the fr
nucleon, and are these values altered when the nucleo
within a nucleus?

In the case of the proton, the elastic photon scattering
nuclear Compton scattering~NCS!, cross sections below in
cident energies of about 100 MeV can be well described
the low-energy expansion~LEX!. In the LEX the deviation
from the Born cross section for point particles is manifest
terms proportional toEg

2 involving the polarizabilities. Scat

tering at forward angles is sensitive to the sum (ā1b̄)p ,
while at backward angles the difference (ā2b̄)p dominates.
Through application of dispersion relations the sum is c
strained, leaving the difference as the only free parame
Global averages of the sum and difference obtained fr
numerous proton Compton scattering experiments have b
given in Ref.@1#,

~ ā2b̄ !p510.061.560.9, ~1!

~ ā1b̄ !p515.262.660.2, ~2!

and more recently in Ref.@2#,

~ ā2b̄ !p510.161.720.9
11.2, ~3!

~ ā1b̄ !p513.260.920.5
10.2. ~4!

In Eqs.~1!–~4!, the first error is the combined statistical an
systematic, and the second is due to the model dependen
the dispersion-relation extraction method. The units for
0556-2813/2001/64~1!/014603~13!/$20.00 64 0146
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polarizabilities are 1024 fm3. When combined with the stan
dard Baldin dispersion-relation sum rule@3#,

~ ā1b̄ !p514.260.5, ~5!

Eq. ~3! leads to values of

āp512.160.960.6, b̄p52.170.970.6. ~6!

Recent reevaluations of the sum rule yield 13.6960.14 @4#
and 14.060.5 @5#. All evaluations are in agreement with th
measured values within errors.

A similar sum rule is available for the neutron@6#,

~ ā1b̄ !n515.860.5 ~7!

~with recent reevaluations of 14.4060.66 @4# and 15.260.5
@5#!. However, direct Compton scattering measurements
not possible, so the extraction of neutron polarizabilities
more complicated and current values are highly uncert
Previous determinations of the static polarizabilityan from
experiments involving low-energy neutron scattering from
heavy nucleus are inconsistent@7–9#. Similarly, earlier mea-
surements of quasifree and Compton scattering from the d
teron @10,11# have been plagued by large uncertainties. R
cent measurements of quasifree Compton scattering from
deuteron for the proton,d(g,gp)n, at Mainz gave

~ ā2b̄ !p59.161.761.2 @12#, ~8!

which is consistent with the free proton. This suggests li
medium modification. For the neutron,d(g,gn)p at
Saskatchewan Accelerator Laboratory~SAL! gave

~ ā2b̄ !n50212.8 @13#. ~9!

The upper limit in Eq.~9! was obtained by using the resul
of Ref. @10# as a constraint. This is consistent with the fre
proton difference. Based on the value for the difference
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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Eq. ~9! and the sum-rule constraint in Eq.~7!, the neutron
polarizabilities are within the ranges

ān57.9214.3, b̄n57.921.5. ~10!

Equations ~6! and ~10! can be used to calculate th
proton-neutron-averaged polarizabilities,

āN59.2214.0, b̄N55.821.0, ~11!

and the corresponding isospin-averaged difference,

~ ā2b̄ !N53.4213.0. ~12!

From the sum rules, Eqs.~5! and ~7!, the isospin-averaged
sum is

~ ā1b̄ !N515.060.5. ~13!

These values can then be compared to a recent measure
of Compton scattering from the deuteron@14#, the simplest
composite nucleus. This experiment yielded

~ ā2b̄ !N52.261.8, ~14!

which is just consistent with the isospin average@Eq. ~12!#.
However, it is not consistent with predictions that the ne
tron and proton polarizabilities should be similar~e.g., chiral
perturbation theory@15#!. This suggests that there was mis
ing physics in the calculations used to extract the polariza
ities.

The Compton scattering from more complex nuclei can
parametrized in a relatively model-independent way be
the pion threshold in terms of polarizability constants, p
vided the total photoabsorption cross section and its mu
pole composition are known. These effective polarizabiliti
ãe f f andb̃e f f , may include deviations from the free-nucleo
values (Dā,Db̄) due to the possible effects of nuclear bin
ing and meson-exchange currents, such that

ãe f f5āN1Dā, b̃e f f5b̄N1Db̄. ~15!

Furthermore, some theoretical@16# and preliminary experi-
mental @17# studies suggested the possibility that mediu
modifications, such as alteration of the virtual pion clo
surrounding the nucleon quark core and Pauli blocking
swelling of the nucleon radius, result in a sum forãe f f

1b̃e f f , which is somewhat different from the free-nucleo
averaged sum. However, recent nuclear Compton scatte
measurements of this sum@18–20# have been consistent wit
the free-nucleon value.

On the other hand, these same measurements disa
about whetherãe f f and b̃e f f are individually the same a
their free-nucleon counterparts. Experiments done at Illin
and SAL on16O at energies from 27 to 108 MeV@20#, and at
MAX-LAB ~Lund! on 4He at 87 MeV@21#, both implied a
large decrease in the relative strength of the effective elec
polarizability,Dā'28.5 @using āN from Eq. ~11!#. In con-
trast, a study by the same Lund/Go¨ttingen group on12C and
01460
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16O at energies of 58 and 75 MeV@18# determined that the
effective bound and free values were essentially the sa
Their most recent experiment using40Ca at energies of 58
and 74 MeV and16O and 4He at 61 MeV@22# again sug-
gested that the modifications are much smaller than that
served in Ref.@20#, and were consistent with the meso
exchange corrections calculated by Hu¨tt and Milstein@23# of
Dā'22, 21, 0 for 40Ca, 16O, and4He, respectively. Proff
et al. @22# further proposed that their earlier data on4He
@21#, which employed untagged bremsstrahlung, could ju
fiably be discarded because of the inherent uncertaintie
the analysis of this type of experiment. However, there s
remains a disagreement in the cross sections measure
backward angles between this newer4He @22# measurement
and an earlier tagged measurement on4He performed by
Wells @24#.

II. EXPERIMENT

The present experiment~complete details can be found i
@25#! was conducted at the Saskatchewan Accelerator La
ratory. An electron beam energy of 135 MeV was chosen
avoid neutral particle background arising from pion pho
production. The duty factor over the course of the expe
ment was greater than 40%. Incident photon energies of
105 MeV were tagged in the 62-channel SAL tagger@26# by
the standard technique. Tagging efficiencies were meas
approximately once every 8 h by placing a lead-glass detec
tor directly in a flux-reduced photon beam. This measu
the fraction of tagged photons passing through the defin
collimators, which averaged (53.560.5)%.

Photons scattered from a 8.2260.04-g/cm2 block of
graphite were detected in BUNI~Boston University NaI!
@27#, a NaI detector capable of high detection efficiency a
excellent energy resolution due to its size and uniform
characteristics. BUNI’s 2% energy resolution allowed t
discrimination of elastic and inelastic~from the 4.44 MeV
first-excited state! contributions to the yield. BUNI consist
of 11 optically isolated scintillator elements: a cylindric
NaI core measuring 26.7 cm in diameter and 55.9 cm
length, four NaI quadrants that form a 10.8-cm-thick annu
of the same length, and six plastic scintillator segments
constitute an outer annulus with a length of 51.0 cm an
thickness of 12.7 cm. This was surrounded by 28 cm of le
and steel shielding to suppress the electromagnetic and
tron background that can overwhelm the low data rates
nuclear Compton scattering or degrade detector resolutio
pileup.

The sum of the energy deposited in the core and the qu
rants was used to define the energy of a scattered ph
event. A zero-degree-calibration run and quadrant-calibra
runs were used in conjunction with a gain-tracking system
determine the gains of BUNI’s photomultiplier tubes@28#.
The zero-degree measurement, placing BUNI directly in
current-reduced beam, was performed once during the
periment. Quadrant calibrations were performed daily wit
Thorium-C source. The gain-tracking system consisted o
2-in. NaI detector, a light-emitting diode that periodical
sent light pulses to both BUNI and the small NaI via fibe
3-2
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NUCLEAR COMPTON SCATTERING FROM12C AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 64 014603
optic cables, and a Thorium-C source positioned proxima
to the small NaI.

Data were acquired with BUNI placed at laboratory sc
tering angles of 35°, 60°, 90°, 120°, and 150°. The so
angles subtended by the (12.760.1)-cm-diameter collimator
in front of BUNI were estimated to be 8.37, 8.51, 15.9
8.51, and 7.98 msr usingEGS4 ~Electron Gamma Shower!
software simulations. The uncertainty in the aperture dia
eter accounted for most of the estimated uncertainty of 1
in the solid angles.

III. ANALYSIS

Before cross sections could be extracted, energy spe
were subject to background rejection and subtraction.
outer plastic annulus of BUNI, and six additional 2.54-c
thick plastic scintillator paddles covering the front and ba
of BUNI, were used to veto charged-particle backgrou
particularly cosmic rays. Cosmic rays also deposit a disp
portionate amount of energy in BUNI’s quadrants relative
the core compared to scattered photon events. Hence, it
possible to eliminate 99.7% of cosmic rays based on
plastic-scintillator veto and the ratio of energy depositio
The cut on the veto counter at the front of BUNI was a
important in rejecting charged particles entering through
aperture of BUNI.

Events surviving the above set of cuts were then sub
to a cut on the time-to-digital converter~TDC! spectrum~see
Fig. 1! measuring the timing of coincidences between
tagger focal-plane and BUNI. Energy spectra correspond
to two timing windows were accumulated: a ‘‘prompt’’ spe
trum for events whose timing fell within a 5.6-ns windo
that included the peak corresponding to tagged scatt
photon events, and an ‘‘accidental’’ spectrum for tho
events within a window of equal width to the right of th
prompt window, where only random coincidences~with un-
tagged reactions! are expected to occur. Then the underlyi

FIG. 1. TDC spectrum of coincidences between the tagger fo
plane and BUNI. The solid line is the quadratic fit to the acciden
spectrum.
01460
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accidental background was subtracted from the prompt s
trum for a net spectrum,

net5prompts2h3accidentals, ~16!

whereh is a correction factor calculated from a quadratic
used to account for the fact that the accidental part of
TDC spectrum is not flat at the tagger rates and duty fac
used in this experiment. In addition to accidental react
products, neutrons produced from tagged photons appe
the left of the prompt window and were excluded from t
spectra by these TDC windows.

For the final scattered photon spectra~see Fig. 2!, contri-
butions from tagged scattered photons originating from ot
than the 12C target had to be removed. For this purpo
yields were measured with the target removed from the be
line. These ‘‘target-out’’ yields were consistent with zer
However, these yields were still subtracted~scaled appropri-
ately by the respective incident fluxes! from the ‘‘target-in’’
yields in order to properly calculate the statistical uncerta
ties.

To calculate the elastic cross sections, the net ene
spectra were integrated within a 6-MeV region of intere
~ROI!, delimited by the vertical lines in Fig 2. The left limi
of the ROI was restricted by the existence of the inelas
peak. Normalizing this raw yield of elastic-scattered photo
required calculating the detection efficiency of this RO
«ROI , i.e., the fraction of counts in the same ROI from t
total in the response line shape. Using the detector resp
line shape, two peaks were simultaneously fit to the spec
one for the elastic peak and another for the inelastic p
located 4.4 MeV lower in energy. Thus, the fit paramet
included two scaling factors~of the response line shape!
measuring the strength of the elastic and inelastic contr
tions, and an energy-shift parameter used to align the
sponse line shape with the elastic peak of the scattered s
trum. At the forward scattering angles of 35° and 60°, t
fits also included a smooth atomic background function.

In performing the fits, two line shape variants were co
sidered: the detector response measured from the data o
zero-degree run, and anEGS-simulated spectrum with the de
tector positioned at the appropriate scattering angle~see Fig.
3!. Fits to the final spectra with these two types of lin
shapes resulted in very similar reducedx2 ~e.g., at 90°, the
xn

2 was 1.26 and 1.20, respectively!, and no variant with
predominantly lowerx2, over the range of angles. This ind
cated that there was no clear preference between the two
shapes. The final«ROI was the median value giving values o
about 83%. In addition to the deviation in this average,
estimated errors in«ROI of 1.5–3.1 % include consideratio
of shifts in the gain calibration and changes to the line sh
~e.g., broadening of the line shape by convolution with
Gaussian!. Based on the fits, atomic background accoun
for 2.6% and 0.7% of the number of counts integrated wit
the ROI in the scattered photon spectra at 35° and 60°,
spectively.

At the high photon-flux rates used, detection of more th
one photon in BUNI per event, or pileup, was a potent

al
l
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B. J. WARKENTIN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 64 014603
concern as an effect on energy resolution and ROI dete
nations. Pileup was monitored by using a random trigge
sample the energy deposition in BUNI due purely to ba
ground and this was used to determine corrections.
choice of the 6-MeV ROI for the integration, extending b
yond the high-energy side of the response function, was
vantageous because it was wide enough to minimize the
fect of pileup. Thus, pileup effects were rendered negligib
the corrections were less than 0.4% for all scattering ang

FIG. 2. Energy spectra for scattered photons for the full fo
plane~84–105 MeV!. The ‘‘total’’ line refers to a fit to the elastic
and inelastic peaks and the atomic background~at u535°,60°).
The fit shown used the zero-degree data as the detector-resp
line shape.
01460
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The inelastic cross sections were obtained from the r
of the inelastic to elastic peaks in the fits to the energy sp
tra ~see Fig. 2!. The errors in the inelastic cross sectio
included the uncertainties in the fitting parameters. While
difference in the zero-degree data andEGS-simulated line
shapes had only a small effect on the elastic cross section
had a very large impact on the inelastic values. For exam
at 120° the fit using the zero-degree line shape suggested
the 4.4-MeV inelastic value was 7.4% of the elastic valu
while use of theEGS-simulated line shape yielded 4.7%. A
with «ROI , the median value of the inelastic cross secti
using each line shape was calculated. The dominant sys
atic error was the deviation in this average. The presenc
the electromagnetic background rendered the extraction
the inelastic cross section at 35° unreliable.

Normalization of the cross sections also entailed deter
nation of the overall photon-absorption efficiency facto
«abs, which ranged from 80.2–82.2 %. This included t
attenuation of both the incident and scattered photons in
12C target, as well as the loss of photons due to their c
version to electrons in the air and particularly the plas
scintillators before reaching the NaI of BUNI. The factor w
calculated using the zero-degree data, its corresponding
ging efficiency run, andEGS simulations.

The relatively high tagger rates also meant that ra
dependent effects needed to be considered. Correction
‘‘stolen coincidences’’~a prompt hit on a tagger channe
preempted by an earlier accidental hit on the same chan!
and false additional hits in adjacent tagger channels, w
calculated. For the measurements at 35°, 60°, 90°, 12
and 150°, the instantaneous rates~i.e., avg rate/duty factor!
averaged over the 62-channel focal plane were 0.35, 0
1.26, 1.37, and 1.08 MHz, respectively. The rates at forw
scattering angles were reduced, because of the incre
electromagnetic background, to maintain sufficiently lo
levels of pileup and deadtime. Calculation of the tagger ra

l

nse

FIG. 3. Comparison between use of the zero-degree data an
EGS-simulated scattered-photon spectra as the response line sha
the fits to the energy spectrum.
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TABLE I. Differential cross sections~lab frame! for the elastic scattering of 84–105 MeV photons fro
12C. Values are listed for the sum over the entire focal plane (Eg594 MeV! and for the four subdivisions
(Eg586, 92, 97, and 102 MeV!. The first error is statistical and the second is systematic.

u ~deg! ds/dV ~nb/sr!
94 MeV 86 MeV 92 MeV 97 MeV 102 MeV

35 567617619 656638627 633634626 493633619 454631618
60 36368611 425618616 380616613 337615611 292615610
90 29265610 347611614 300610611 2566969 2526969

120 34066610 419612615 349611612 290611610 28261169
150 32367610 407615615 327612611 277613610 256612610
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dependent effects indicated that the measured cross sec
at 35° – 150° should be increased by 0.9%, 1.9%, 3.0
3.1%, and 2.3%.

The elastic cross sections are given in Table I. In addit
to the cross section at 94 MeV, which represents the s
over the entire tagger focal plane, it was also feasible
subdivide the focal plane into four energy bins centered
102, 97, 92, and 86 MeV. The statistical uncertainties co
spond to one standard deviation in counting statistics. T
systematic errors were 3.0–4.2 %. These consisted of the
timated uncertainties in the target thickness~0.5%!, solid
angle~1.8%!, incident flux~1.0%!, absorption effects facto
«abs (1.3%), rate-dependent effects~0.4–1.6 %, depending
on angle!, atomic background and pileup corrections~0.4–
1.1 %!, and normalization factor«ROI ~1.5–3.1 %!.

The inelastic cross sections for the 4.4-MeV excitation
tabulated in Table II. The large systematic error~20–100 %!
is dominated by the differences between the fits to the ene
spectra.

IV. THEORY

Since the standard theoretical formalism used in
analysis of nuclear Compton scattering experiments has b
thoroughly discussed previously~e.g., Refs.@29,30#!, only a
brief summary will be given here. The elastic cross sect
for an incident photon energyEg and a scattering angleu is
defined by a total scattering amplitudeT(Eg ,u) such that
ds/dV5uT(Eg ,u)u2. At u50°, this is connected to the
total photoabsorption cross section (sg) via a dispersion
relation,

Re@T~Eg,0!#5Re@T~0,0!#1
2Eg

2

p
PE

0

` sg~E8!

Eg
22E82 dE8,

~17!

TABLE II. Differential cross sections~lab frame! for the inelas-
tic ~4.44-MeV state! scattering of 84–105 MeV photons from12C.
The first error is statistical and the second is systematic.

u ~deg! ds inel/dV ~nb/sr!

60 20.665.166.1
90 8.663.264.6

120 20.063.864.4
150 16.464.064.2
01460
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and the optical theorem,

Im@T~Eg,0!#5
Eg

4p
sg~Eg!. ~18!

The total amplitude can be subdivided into four compon
amplitudes,

T~Eg ,u!5RGR~Eg ,u!1RQD~Eg ,u!

1S(1)~Eg ,u!1S(2)~Eg ,u!, ~19!

with two resonance amplitudes describing contributions fr
the collective nuclear excitations of the giant-multipole res
nances @RGR(Eg ,u)# and quasideuteron excitation
@RQD(Eg ,u)#, and one- and two-body seagull amplitud
describing subnucleon and explicit meson degrees of f
dom @S(1)(Eg ,u) and S(2)(Eg ,u)#. In the Eg→0 limit,
gauge invariance dictates that the total amplitude must
isfy the limit

T~0,u!52
Z2

A

e2

M
gE1~u!, ~20!

where Z and A are the proton and atomic numbers of t
nucleus,M is the mass of the nucleon, ande is the proton
charge (e251/137). The electric-dipole angular distributio
factor gE1(u) is given by

gE1~u!5eW•eW8, ~21!

with eW andeW8 being the polarization vectors of the incide
and scattered photon. In the sameEg→0 limit, the one-body
seagull term corresponds to Thomson scattering from p
protons,

S(1)~0,u!52
Ze2

M
gE1~u!, ~22!

and the limit, Eq.~20!, constrains the form of the two-bod
seagull to be

S(2)~0,u!5
NZ

A

e2

M
~2k! gE1~u!. ~23!

The resonance amplitudes become@29#
3-5
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RGR~0,u!5
NZ

A

e2

M
~11kGR!gE1~u!, ~24!

RQD~0,u!5
NZ

A

e2

M
kQDgE1~u!, ~25!

whereN is the neutron number of the nucleus.kGR andkQD
(k5kGR1kQD) are the enhancement factors in the in
grated sum of the dipole photoabsorption amplitude due
the giant-dipole resonance and quasideuteron excitations
spectively.

The dynamic parts of the resonance amplitudes are ca
lated by applying the dispersion relation@Eq. ~17!# and the
optical theorem@Eq. ~18!# to the individual multipole and
quasideuteron components of the photoabsorption cross
tion, and then multiplying by the appropriate angular facto
In addition togE1(u), the magnetic dipole and electric qua
rupole angular factors are also relevant,

gM1~u!5~eW3 k̂!•~eW83 k̂8!, ~26!

gE2~u!5eW•eW8k̂• k̂81eW• k̂8eW8• k̂, ~27!

wherek̂ and k̂8 are the direction vectors of the incident an
scattered photons. In the case of the quasideuteron am
tude, the angular factorgE1(u) is also scaled by a two-bod
form factor,F2(q) ~whereqW 5kW2kW8), introduced to accoun
for the spatial distribution of nucleon pairs within th
nucleus.

Modulating the LEX form of the nucleon amplitude b
the nuclear-charge form factor,F1(q), the one-body seagul
amplitude for a spinless nucleus below pion threshold is
tained,

S(1)~Eg ,u!52
Ze2

M
gE1~u!F1~q!

1AEg
2 @ãNgE1~u!1b̃NgM1~u!#F1~q!

1q~Eg
4!. ~28!

The polarizabilitiesãN and b̃N include possible medium
modifications to the free-nucleon polarizabilities,āN and
b̄N . Analogously, the energy-dependent part of the meso
seagull amplitude can be parametrized in terms of excha
polarizabilities,da anddb @20#,

S(2)~Eg ,u!52k
NZe2

AM
gE1~u!F2~q!

1AEg
2 @dagE1~u!1dbgM1~u!#F2~q!

1q~Eg
4!. ~29!

The dynamic parts of the one- and two-body seagull am
tudes are usually combined and expressed in terms of e
tive polarizabilities@22#,
01460
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S~Eg ,u!5S(1)~Eg ,u!1S(2)~Eg ,u!

52
e2

M FZF1~q!1k
NZ

A
F2~q!GgE1~u!1N~Eg ,u!,

~30!

where

N~Eg ,u!5AEg
2S 11

Eg
2

Ē2DF1~q!@ãe f fgE1~u!1b̃e f fgM1~u!#,

andĒ5270 MeV is theq(Eg
4) correction prescribed in Ref

@29#. Since the seagull amplitudes are related to the n
nuclear excitations in the photoabsorption cross sections
imaginary parts of the seagull amplitudes are zero below
pion threshold. The appropriate dispersion sum rule for
effective polarizabilities is

ãe f f1b̃e f f5
1

2p2AEmp

` sg
tot~E8!2sg

QD~E8!

E82 dE8, ~31!

where the integral begins atmp because again the seagu
amplitudes are related to the non-nuclear excitations in
photoabsorption cross sections.

Taking the form for the total seagull amplitude to be th
in Eq. ~30!, the only inputs in the theoretical calculation o
the cross section are the form factorsF1(q) andF2(q), the
parametrization of the total photoabsorption cross sec
sg

tot , and the effective polarizabilitiesãe f f and b̃e f f . The
one-body charge form factor is calculated using the thr
parameter Fermi~3PF! charge distribution of de Jageret al.
@31#,

n~r !

n0
5

11wr2/c2

11exp@~r 2c!/z#
, ~32!

wherew520.149, c52.355 fm, andz50.522 fm. For the
two-body form factor, whose form is much less certain, t
commonly used phenomenological approximation,F2(q)
5@F1(q/2)#2, is employed.

The parametrization of the total absorption cross sec
is largely constrained by the data of Ref.@32#. Experimental
uncertainties in this data, and in the location and strength
the electric quadrupole and quasideuteron components o
spectrum, admit some degree of latitude in choosing the
rametrization that best fits the Compton scattering differ
tial cross section. For a particular parametrization of the
sorption data, scattering data at forward angles can be u
to evaluate the sumãe f f1b̃e f f . The sum can also be ob
tained from a calculation of the integral in Eq.~31!, although
this method of evaluation relies on averaging the scaled
sorption data for different nuclei to cover the entire ener
range of interest@17,29#. As was mentioned in the Introduc
tion, a sum consistent with the corresponding free-nucle
sumāN1b̄N is generally assumed; use of such a sum for
effective polarizabilities is also consistent with both our sc
tering data atu535° and a reasonable parametrization of t
absorption data. For convenience and ease of compar
3-6
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with the Lund 12C results, the Lorentz lines listed in Tab
IV of Ref. @18# were used as a base parametrization of
absorption data. For completeness, an additional magn
dipole (M1) Lorentz line~the parameters of which are give
in Ref. @33#! was included to account for the 15.1-MeV e
cited bound state. Once an appropriate parametrization a
value for ãe f f1b̃e f f have been determined, a fit to the a
gular distribution of the differential cross section with o
parameter (ãe f f) is performed.

Recently, a more complete theoretical study of the
namic components of the mesonic seagull amplitu
S(2)(Eg ,u) has been undertaken by Hu¨tt and Milstein@23#.
This study includes a calculation of the exchange polariza
ities da and db, and two dissimilar two-body form factor
F2

(1)(q) andF2
(2)(q) scaling the static and dynamic parts

S(2)(E,u), respectively. Thus, by replacingS(Eg ,u) in Eq.
~30! with the more complete form of Eqs.~28! and~29!, the
effect on our results of using the theoretical inputs repor
in Ref. @23# will also be explored.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Elastic scattering

In analyzing our data, we first attempted to most clos
compare our results to those of Lund@23#. This was done by
using both, their value for the sum of the polarizabilitie
ãe f f1b̃e f f514.0, and their Lorentz-line parametrization
the absorption spectrum~with the additionalM1 line men-
tioned above!. Under these conditions, the polarizabilitie
that minimize thex2 in a fit to our 20 data points~five
scattering angles for each of four energy bins! are

ãe f f57.060.2, b̃e f f57.070.2. ~33!

The x2 of this fit with one free parameter is 28, with th
corresponding reducedxn

2 being 1.5. The error in the polar
izabilities given in Eq.~33! is that due to the statistical an
systematic uncertainties~added in quadrature! in the cross
sections, and corresponds to an increase of 1 in thex2. Fit-
ting the Lund data at 75 MeV, we were able to reprodu
their reported results ofãe f f511.5 andb̃e f f52.5, giving us
confidence in the consistency of the analysis. Figure 4 c
pares theoretical curves calculated with both of the ab
sets of values for (ãe f f ,b̃e f f) to our data summed over th
entire focal plane~94 MeV! and to the data of Ha¨geret al.at
58 and 75 MeV. A direct comparison of our cross sections
those of Lund is not possible because of the different en
gies spanned by the two experiments. If, however, it is
sumed that the theoretical model is reliable over the ene
range of interest, Fig. 4 suggests that the discrepancy in
extracted polarizabilities is a consequence of our cross
tions being larger at backward angles~relative to the forward
angles! than those of Lund. A reduction of our cross sectio
at back angles of about 30%—roughly eight times the e
mated uncertainty in these cross sections—would be ne
sary to obtain the Lund values. As had been stated in
Introduction, the polarizabilities extracted from the16O data
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of Feldmanet al. @20# were also different than those sug
gested by the Lund16O data, and this difference also appea
to result from a discrepancy in the backward angle cr
sections. A reduction of approximately 30% in the cross s
tion measured by Feldmanet al. at u5135° andEg574
MeV would be required to reconcile that data with the Lu
data at 75 MeV. We note that our data are consistent with
data of Schelhaaset al. @34# spanning a similar energy rang
as our experiment at scattering angles ofu590°, 120°, and
150°. The cross section of Schelhaaset al. at 60° is, how-
ever, significantly higher than ours. The Schelhaaset al.data
are also depicted in Fig. 4, where five of their energy poi
have been averaged to give the points shown for the sin
energy of 95 MeV.

For the remaining analysis, we chose to use a sum
ãe f f1b̃e f f515.0, which coincides with both the free
nucleon-averaged sum and the sum used by both Feld
et al. and Proffet al. To better fit our data at the forwar
scattering angle ofu535°, this choice for the sum suggeste
a small adjustment to the Ha¨ger et al. parametrization of the
absorption spectrum: this could be accommodated by ad
ing the height and width parameters of the existingE1 Lor-
entz lines and/or by changing the parameters of the qu
deuteron line. The changes were not allowed to comprom
the consistency of the parametrization with the absorpt
data of Ahrenset al. @32#. Examples of two such possibl
adjustments are depicted in Fig. 5, one with only the para
eters of some of theE1 lines adjusted, and one with just th
quasideuteron line scaled up by 15%. For comparison p

FIG. 4. Comparison of measured elastic-scattering differen
cross sections to theoretical calculations. The error bars on the
represent the statistical and systematic errors added in quadra
3-7
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poses, the original parametrization of Ha¨ger et al. is also
shown in Fig. 5. Using either of the two modified parame
zations shown, the fitted values for the polarizabilities b
come ãe f f58.2, b̃e f f56.8, with x2.30 (xn

251.6). More
generally, we note that despite this latitude to adjust the
rametrization in a reasonable fashion, the uncertainties in
data permit a range of only about60.5 in ãe f f .

We now examine the model dependence of our extrac
polarizabilities. In particular, the effects of the quasideute
parametrization, the electric quadrupole strength, nuc
form factors, and meson-exchange parameters are discu
In most cases, angular distributions from Ha¨geret al.and our
data were used to extract polarizabilities. The effects in qu
tion have inherent energy dependences and angular dist
tions from a fairly wide range of energies are required. T
polarizabilities from the Ha¨ger et el.data and our data wer
treated as separate parameters of the fit because recon
tion of the two sets was never possible. However, this sho
not significantly affect the conclusions, since the change
polarizabilities with parametrization is the concern here. F
the sake of orderliness, only polarizabilities andx2 from our
data will be cited in the discussion. A summary of the resu
from this examination can be found in Table III, which al
includes the effects on the polarizabilities from the data
Hägeret al. not mentioned in the discussion. The effects c

FIG. 5. Minor modifications to parametrizations of Ha¨ger et al.
for the total absorption data of Ahrenset al.

TABLE III. Summary of the approximate effect of variou

model dependencies on the electric polarizabilityãe f f (ãe f f1b̃e f f

515) extracted from our data and that of Ha¨ger et al.

Model dependence Present data Ha¨ger et al.

Basic parametrization~e.g.,E1) 60.5 60.9
QD parametrization 60.7 11.7, 20.8
E2 parametrization 10.0, 22.2 10.8, 21.8
Nuclear charge form factor 11.7 11.5
Meson-exchange parametrization 21.4 20.8
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be linearly cumulative resulting in large net variations. Wh
all variations were taken into account, our data allowed
range ofãe f f'3 – 10.5 and the data of Ha¨geret al.allowed a
range ofãe f f'8 – 16.

1. Quasideuteron parametrization

Since the parametrization of the quasideuteron absorp
is to some extent arbitrary, the dependence of our result
its shape and size are investigated. Generally, the en
dependence of the quasideuteron absorption above app
mately 40 MeV is assumed to be similar to that of deute
photodisintegration, while at lower energies Pauli blocki
damps the cross sections. Three different parametrizat
were used. In one case, the Ha¨ger et al. QD line was scaled
up by 15%. Another used a piecewise linear function fro
the 16O Compton scattering thesis of Mellendorf@35#. This
was scaled by 0.75 for12C and the low-energy cutoff wa
shifted up to better match the low-energy absorption tail
12C. The third model was a modified Levinger@36# function
of the form

sQD~Eg!5L
NZ

A
exp~2D/Eg!sd~Eg!, ~34!

whereL58 is taken for the Levinger scaling factor, a dam
ing parameter ofD560 MeV ~as in Ref.@36#! is used, and
sd is the deuteron photodisintegration cross section,

sd~Eg!562.4
~Eg22.22 MeV!3/2

Eg
3

. ~35!

To better match the low-energy absorption tail, we also m
tiplied the form of Eq.~34! by a low-energy damping func
tion, 1

2 @11tanh(Eg218 MeV/2 MeV!#. Figure 6 shows the
three quasideuteron parametrizations. The polarizabilities
tracted from our data using these three parametrizations

FIG. 6. Different models to parameterize total absorption data
Ahrenset al. The quasideuteron~QD! component~a! and the over-
all parametrization curve~b! are shown.
3-8
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NUCLEAR COMPTON SCATTERING FROM12C AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 64 014603
nearly identical, yielding values ofãe f f58.0– 8.2. In each of
these fits the parameters of theE1 Lorentz lines were ad
justed to keep essentially unchanged both the paramet
tion of the absorption below 60 MeV and the fit to our da
~averaged over the entire focal plane! at forward scattering
angles.

The sensitivity of results to the shape of the QD abso
tion was further studied by considering different values
the parameterD in Eq. ~34!, which is not well defined. Fig-
ure 7 and Table IV compares Levinger parametrizations
ing D530, 60, and 100 MeV. Compared to the resulti
cross sections withD560, they are flatter with respect t
energy and peak at a higher energy withD5100, whereas,
they decrease more quickly with energy and peak at a lo
energy withD530. Again, the extracted polarizabilities d
not vary much, with the range ofãe f f57.8– 8.1. However,
the fit to angular distributions usingD5100 had a somewha
poorerx2 than with theD560 andD530 fits. The final QD
parametrization shown in Fig. 7 is a Lorentz line peaked
100 MeV ~and damped at low energies!, which is similar in
shape to that used by Schelhaaset al. This gave an even
worse fit to the data, yielding an unacceptablex2 of 71 (xn

2

53.7). The inferiority of this last fit and~to a lesser extent!
the fit using theD5100 parametrization suggests that Q
strength is not peaked at high energies.

Since the uncertainties in the absorption data of Ahr
et al. allow a significant range of QD strengths, the depe

FIG. 7. Parametrization of total absorption data of Ahrenset al.
with varied Levinger damping parameterD.

TABLE IV. Effect of varying the Levinger damping paramete
D on polarizability extractions. Polarizability andx2 are from
present data only.

D ~MeV! L ãe f f
x2 xn

2

30 5.7 7.8 29 1.5
60 8 8.0 32 1.7

100 15 8.1 44 2.3
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dence on the size of the QD was examined by varying
value of L in Eq. ~34! (D560 MeV!. The QD component
and corresponding total absorption cross section obta
from two parametrizations, one usingL55 and the other
with L59.5, are depicted in Fig. 8. As illustrated, the tot
absorption cross section with theL55 parametrization is
similar to the original Ha¨geret al.parametrization in the QD
region. Since they believed the12C absorption data to be
unreasonably large in this region in comparison to the16O
data, Ha¨ger et al. purposely selected their parametrizatio
somewhat below the data. However, since it may also
possible that the16O data is low, or that the expected scalin
of the QD cross sections byNZ/A does not strictly hold for
these two nuclei, it also seems reasonable to consid
somewhat larger QD strength. The parametrization withL
59.5 represents'40% more integrated strength betwe
70–140 MeV than the one withL55. Despite this signifi-
cant difference in strength, the extracted polarizabilities
similar, ãe f f57.8 (x2529,xn

251.5) and 8.3 (x2537,xn
2

51.9) for theL55 andL59.5 cases, respectively. Althoug
the uncertainties in the Ahrenset al.data permit even greate
QD strength, further increases inL make it more difficult to
get a good fit to both our data and to the Ha¨geret al. data at
58 and 75 MeV; theL59.5 fit to our data is already some
what worse than theL55 fit.

Similar to the exercise described in Ha¨ger et al., the final
test of the QD model dependence on the extraction of
polarizabilities was performed by separating theE1 and QD
absorption by attributing all absorption below/above so
separation energyEQD to E1/QD, and then varying the valu
of EQD . A variation of'60.7 in ãe f f was found by using a
range of 30–70 MeV forEQD .

The effect of the quasideuteron parametrization on
extracted polarizabilities seems to be small. Varying
shape and strength of the QD model resulted in the larg

FIG. 8. Parametrization of total absorption data of Ahrenset al.
with varied Levinger scaling parameterL for the strength of QD
contributions. The original parametrization of Ha¨ger et al. is also
shown for comparison.
3-9
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variation of 60.7, which is comparable to the uncertainti
of the measured polarizabilities of the free proton@Eq. ~6!#.

2. Electric quadrupole strength

In contrast to the fairly minor impact of the form of th
QD parametrization on the extracted polarizabilities, the
certainty in the quadrupole spectrum is more problema
The asymmetry in the differential cross sections, with resp
to u590°, is a manifestation of theE1-M1 interference
(cosu dependence! and is used to distinguish between t
electric and magnetic polarizabilities. However, it is also
feature of theE1-E2 interference (cos3u dependence! and
the location of theE2 strength is not well defined. The tw
Lorentz lines at 26.0 and 32.3 MeV@18#, representing 0.72
total E2 TEWS ~total energy weighted sums!, used in the
present analysis are based onE2 strength found by Schel
haaset al. @34#, who also reported that this strength w
consistent with that earlier found by Dodgeet al. @37#. How-
ever, Wright et al. @38# suggested that most of theE2
strength is located above 50 MeV, while Taran and G
bunov@39# also found significant quadrupole strength abo
40 MeV.

We studied the effect of extraE2 strength by supplement
ing the originalE2 Lorentz lines of Ref.@18# with one ad-
ditional Lorentz line. Simply addingE2 strength resulted in
poor fits and inconsistencies with total absorption cross s
tions. To improve the fits and remain consistent with t
measured total absorption spectrum, this additional Lore
ian was accommodated by subtracting an equivalent Lor
zian from theE1 QD line~see Fig. 9!, as done by Mellendorf
@35#. Selecting various peak energiesE0 in the range of 40–
115 MeV and various widths (G55, 15, or 30 MeV! for this
extraE2 line, we then attempted to find a resonance hei
s0 that minimized thex2 in a fit to our scattering data
Distributions with various widths and peak energies bel
95 MeV could be found that reduced thex2 below thex2

FIG. 9. Electric quadrupole (E2) and QD components of a pa
rametrization of the total absorption data illustrating how extraE2
strength at 85 MeV was added.
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532 (xn
251.7,ãe f f57.8) obtained without additionalE2

strength. However, the Ha¨geret al. data seemed to constrai
any extraE2 resonance centered below 75 MeV to be bro
~e.g.,G530 MeV!, as more concentrated strength tended
break the consistency between their 58- and 75-MeV poi
An optimal fit to our data~see Fig. 10! was obtained using a
broad, relatively small resonance centered around 85 M
(E0585 MeV, s050.2 mb,G530 MeV, 0.14 TEWS!. This
gaveãe f f56.3 with x2515 (xn

250.8), a drop of 1.5 inãe f f

and a factor of 2 drop in thex2 compared to the fit with no
extra E2 strength. While not as optimal, increasing theE2
strength tos050.3 mb, at an energy of 85 MeV, woul
further reduce the value ofãe f f to 5.6, while maintaining a
goodx2 of 18 (xn

250.9) and still maintaining a good fit to
the data of Ha¨ger et al.

The effect of anE2 contribution above 95 MeV is illus-
trated in Fig. 11. Fits to our angular distributions at fo
energies with an extraE2 Lorentzian at 85 MeV (E0585
MeV, s050.2 mb, G530 MeV, 0.14 TEWS! were com-
pared to fits with similarE2 strength at 105 MeV (E0
5105 MeV,s050.2 mb,G530 MeV, 0.09 TEWS! and fits
with no extraE2 strength. Besides the differences in theE2
strength, a small variation was necessary in the scaling of
QD, which was allowed to make the fits atu535° similar;
the Levinger factor isL58.2, 7.7, and 7.8 for the ‘‘E2 at 85
MeV,’’ ‘‘ E2 at 105 MeV,’’ and ‘‘no extraE2’’ parametri-

FIG. 10. Theoretical angular distributions with no extraE2 and
when extraE2 strength is added at 85 MeV. The values of t
polarizabilities used in the fits are given in the parenthes

(ãe f f ,b̃e f f). The addedE2 strength is consistent with both our da
and that of Ha¨ger et al.
3-10
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NUCLEAR COMPTON SCATTERING FROM12C AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 64 014603
zations, respectively. Apart from that, the basic parametr
tions were identical. Thex2 of 46 (xn

252.4) for the fit with

the extraE2 at 105 MeV (ãe f f58.1) indicates that theE2
strength centered at energies above the range spanned b
experiment are apparently inconsistent with the shape of
angular distributions~e.g., cross sections being higher atu
5120° than those atu5150°). While the existence of th
extraE2 strength above 40 MeV is somewhat uncertain,
foregoing analysis does demonstrate that extracted pol
abilities from NCS on12C can vary widely if there are ad
ditional phenomena involved that are not included in
calculations.

Despite the degree of uncertainty in the parametrization
the total absorption cross section, and particularly its qu
deuteron and electric-quadrupole components, we were
able to find a parametrization that gave a good fit to both
data and that of Ha¨ger et al. when using the same polariz
abilities for both data sets. For parametrizations that g
acceptable fits to both sets individually, the extracted va
of ãe f f was approximately 2.5–7 lower in fits to our da
than the corresponding Ha¨geret al. value. We were thus un
able to reconcile our cross sections with those of Ha¨geret al.
with the existing theoretical model.

The effect of additional electric-quadrupole strength
extracted polarizabilities can be significant. Our angular d
tribution strongly suggests the presence of this amplitude
does the data of Schelhaaset al. The lower differential cross
section at 150° was the key evidence of this in both data s
Data limits theE2 peak energy between 55 and 95 Me
favoring 85 MeV. There was noE2 parametrization tha

FIG. 11. Theoretical angular distributions showing effect
movingE2 from 85 MeV to 105 MeV. The calculation with noE2
is shown for comparison.
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resulted in an increase inãe f f , but a good fit with theE2 at
85 MeV changed it by22.2. The energy and strength of th
amplitude need to be determined. Finally, despite the deg
of uncertainty in all of the parameters, it was not possible
reconcile our data and that of Ha¨ger et al. using the existing
model.

3. Nuclear form factors and meson-exchange parameters

Our final consideration with respect to model depende
is the meson-exchange effect done by Hu¨tt and Milstein.
Using their form factorsF1(q), F2

(1)(q), and F2
(2)(q) and

exchange polarizabilitiesda520.99 anddb50.77 for 12C
@23,30#, the bound-nucleon polarizabilities resulting from
fit to our data~averaged over the entire focal plane! become
ãN59.6, b̃N55.4.

However, when calculating their form factors, Hu¨tt and
Milstein used a somewhat different value for the parametew
of the three-parameter Fermi nucleon density function,
~33!, than has been used in the previous sections. Up to
point our calculations used a value ofw520.149, whereas
Hütt and Milstein usedw520.23 in their calculations. Thus
to be consistent and to directly compare to the Hu¨tt/Milstein
model, a calculation using the more phenomenologi
model was performed using the 3PF withw520.23 to cal-
culateF1(q) andF2(q)5@F1(q/2)#2. This yielded an effec-
tive electric polarizability ofãe f f59.6. The approximate re
lationship betweenãe f f and ãN , with a given value forda,
is

ãe f f→ãN1da
F2

(2)~q!

F1~q!
~36!

@ignoring q(Eg
4)#. Equation~36! allows a rough comparison

between results with the two models, usingda520.99, and
the ratioF2

(2)(q)/F1(q) averaging'1.4 for the three angles
of 90°, 120°, and 150° atEg594 MeV. The analogous ef
fective polarizability from the Hu¨tt/Milstein model is then
ãe f f'8.2, as compared to 9.6 from the the phenomenolo
cal model.

Another extraction with the phenomenological model, u
der the same conditions except usingw520.149 resulted in
ãe f f57.9 compared to 9.6 usingw520.23. So there is also
a significant uncertainty due solely to the choice of para
etrization forn(r ) ~i.e., in the parametrization of the charg
scattering form factor itself!.

Figure 12 compares our scattering data to theoretical
culations done with the three different scenarios for the fo
factors: the Hu¨tt and Milstein model withw520.23, the
phenomenological model withw520.23, and the phenom
enological model withw520.149. As illustrated, the shape
of the fits are similar in all three cases; thus, the angu
distribution of the data cannot be used to distinguish betw
them. Since the three cases yield appreciably different va
for the extracted polarizabilities, it is clear that the form fa
tors must be better understood before such extraction
reliably be done.

f
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B. Inelastic scattering

The most recent inelastic scattering cross sections p
lished in this energy range are the tagged photon meas
ments of Schelhaaset al. @34#. These are compared to th
present results in Fig. 13 at 135°. Data at other angles h
been transformed to this angle assuming the nearly isotr
angular distribution of Hayward@40#,

ds

dV
}131cos2u. ~37!

The uncertainty in the data includes the uncertainties in
shape discussed earlier. Systematic errors are pessimist
added linearly to the statistical errors. These results sig
cantly reduce the upper limit on the strength of the inela
channel.

FIG. 12. Theoretical angular distributions calculated with diffe
ent models for the form factors.

FIG. 13. Inelastic cross sections transformed to 135°. T
present data points transformed from angles ofu590°, 120°, and
150° are actually at the same incident photon energy, but have
displaced slightly for clarity.
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Schelhaaset al. found that their data was reasonably d
scribed by their calculations, which followed the prescripti
of Hayward. They assumed that the ratio of the square
inelastic to elastic matrix elements,r inel , was fairly energy
independent. The magnitude ofr inel was constrained by the
sum of elastic and inelastic cross sections matching prev
inclusive cross sections. Schelhaaset al. also left open the
question of whether quasideuteron intermediate states
the inelastic channel. They assumed it did not~solid line in
Fig. 13!, but could not rule it out~dashed line in Fig. 13! due
to relatively large uncertainties. The present results have
nificantly improved accuracy, and the largest value is sligh
more than two standard deviations smaller than the QD
clusive calculation. This suggests that the QD intermed
states do not feed the inelastic channel ifr inel is energy
independent. On the other hand, it is not clear if a 25
reduction inr inel is impossible. Improved calculations an
further measurements at other energies with similar precis
as ours are necessary to establish the energy dependenc
the importance of quasideuteron effects.

VI. CONCLUSION

Differential cross sections for nuclear Compton scatter
from 12C have been measured at scattering angles from
to 150° and energies from 84 to 105 MeV. Inelastic scatt
ing and other background processes were clearly resolve
the energy spectra.

An attempt to analyze the data to extract bound-nucle
polarizabilities and possible medium modifications was
verely hampered by ambiguities in models. Studies show
that due to model dependencies, our data permitted a ra
for the electric polarizability ofãe f f'3 – 10.5, while the data
of Häger et al. allowed a range ofãe f f'8 – 16. With this
degree of ambiguity, even the Ha¨ger et al. results could ac-
tually suggest some medium modification in contradiction
their own conclusions. While the effect of the poorly unde
stood quasideuteron contribution was not significant,
question of additionalE2 strength at higher energies ha
been shown to significantly affect the resulting polarizab
ities. Furthermore, the shape of our angular distributio
seems to strongly suggest the presence of that amplitude
places an upper limit on its energy of about 95 MeV, wh
Wright et al. imply a lower limit of 55 MeV. The apparen
inconsistency of the relative levels of total absorption cro
sections for carbon and oxygen between 60 and 130 M
complicates the assessment of both the quasideuteron anE2
contributions and needs to be resolved. A confirmation of
presence ofE2 strength between 55 and 95 MeV wou
significantly improve confidence in extracted polarizabilitie
It is recommended that angular distribution measureme
include far backward angles~e.g., 150°) in a wide range o
energies~e.g., 40–110 MeV!.

Yet another source of variability is the choice of th
model and parametrization of the nuclear form factors,
which there is no sensitivity in angular distributions. In pa
ticular, the choice ofw in the Fermi three-parameter mod
of charge distributions needs to be better constrained,
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then the explicit meson-exchange parametrizations suc
the Hütt and Milstein model need to be reevaluated.

Finally, despite the variability of models and extract
polarizabilities, it was not possible to find a single value
the polarizabilities that fitted both the current data and
lower energy data by Ha¨ger et al. It is unlikely that this is
due to the inability of the models to adequately describe
reaction at higher energies, since the current data inclu
cross sections at an energy only 11 MeV higher than the
MeV data of Hägeret al. Furthermore, Schelhaaset al. were
able to describe their data up to 140 MeV consistently w
the existing models. It thus seems more probable that
with Feldmanet al., there is an inherent discrepancy betwe
the present cross section data and that of Ha¨ger et al. How-
ever, the model ambiguities make difficult any further a
sessment regarding medium modifications from any data

Inelastic scattering differential cross sections have b
extracted for the 4.4-MeV excited state in12C. The data
s

ys
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01460
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e
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h
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-
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n

represent an improvement from previous measurements
suggest little quasideuteron intermediate-state contributio
These results demonstrate the feasibility of further meas
ments to establish the energy dependence of this channe
to compare to calculations of the quasideuteron contri
tions.
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